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Please forward all mail and contributions to CHATTERBOX to the Editors, 

Tom Wolf at tom@aces.net.au or Mike Kelly at mikelly118@gmail.com 

SMSC CLUB S&T MEETING 
The next SMSC meeting will be on 

Sunday, 3 April 2022 at 6:30pm 
at Wests Ashfield, 115 Liverpool Road, Ashfield 

unless otherwise notified. All social distancing and other rules 
will be observed. 

Members and visitors are welcome and are encouraged to bring 
projects for discussion.  

Whilst catering for all standards, the problems encountered by 
beginners in selecting suitable projects and then completing 

them (along with other problems and pitfalls) will be addressed at 
this meeting  

************************************************** 

ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T MEETING 
The next Endeavour Group meeting of SMSC will be hosted by 

Ralph Hannaford at his home at Oran Park on 
Sunday, 8th May 2022 from 10:00am to 12 noon.  

If you wish to come along and need details of the address, please 
contact Ralph on 0414236913 or by email to 

<ralph.hannaford@clrv.org.au>. 
Members and visitors are welcome and are encouraged to bring 

projects for discussion 
These Endeavour Group meetings are held in the informal 

atmosphere of a member’s home. 
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With the resumption of the face-to-face meetings at 
Wests Ashfield, 115 Liverpool Road, Ashfield, we show 
the location on the map for those who have not attend-
ed that venue previously (or have forgotten how to get 
there). 
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SYDNEY FESTIVAL OF MODEL  
SHIPBUILDING (formerly EXPO)  

OCTOBER 15-16, 2022 
at Wests Ashfield, 115 Liverpool Road, Ashfield  

This event is run by SMSC and is open to all members, visitors and 
other clubs to exhibit maritime and related models.  

Enquiries to Michael Bennett <mjbennett@ozemail.com.au>  

CLARENDON CLASSIC MACHINERY, TRUCK & HOBBY 
SHOW 2022: September 17-18 at Racecourse Road, Richmond 

SMSC is looking for a member who is willing to co-ordinate the Club display, more 
details in future issues. 

4 VILLAGES - SHIPBUILDERS HERITAGE WALK 
- CHANGE OF DATE!! 

The walk following the route of the Shipbuilders Memorial Path in the 

Brisbane Water Districts, will be held on Sunday, 15th May 2022.  
SMSC will have a display stand along the path of the Walk.  

For more details please contact Mike Barton <barton55@hotmail.com>  

FORTHCOMING EXPO EVENTS IN 2022 
(after the many disappointments of 2020/21, we look forward to these) 

PORT  MACQUARIE  MODEL  BOAT  EXPO 2022   
The Port Macquarie Model Boat Expo 2022 will take place 

at Port Macquarie Panthers Club, on 9-10 July 2022.  
Many SMSC members have already registered their interest to attend. 

If interested, contact Tom Wolf at <tom@aces.net.au>.   
THIS WILL BE THE FIRST EXPO IN 2 YEARS, SO INTEREST IS HIGH!! 

CANBERRA  EXPO 2022  
The Canberra Club has not yet informed us of the date of the 2022 Expo, 

but we expect that it will be mid-September 2022?    
We will keep you updated with details of this event when known.  

For more info please contact:  Peter Hateley <hpeter@webone.com.au> or 
Bob Evans <rjeaevans@bigpond.com>.    

SYDNEY SCALE MODEL EXPO 2022 
The Sydney Scale Model Show for 2022 is CANCELLED 

and there are no further Shows planned. 
Sorry to see such a valuable resource go by the wayside! 

HUBERTUS MODEL BOAT SHOW 2022  
Our friends at the Hubertus Model Boat Club have invited us to 

attend their Boat Shows in the past, we will keep you updated with 
details of the future Shows when known. 

mailto:mjbennett@ozemail.com.au
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SMSC ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T 
VIRTUAL MEETING 

BY ZOOM, 6 MARCH 2022 
Report by Tom Wolf 

The pandemic continues to disrupt our face-to-face meetings, even though most restrictions 
have been lifted, as meetings have had to be organised well in advance, this meeting that was 
supposed to be at Harry Goeding’s home had to be rearranged to be a virtual S&T by ZOOM, 
we thank Maurice York for hosting it. With any luck, this will be the last of these virtual meet-
ings, although we are exploring a way to have hybrid meetings combining the face to face with 
the ZOOM format so that those living out of Sydney can benefit. 
For this reason, even though it may be unpopular, we will continue to request those who wish 
to present to reduce their presentations to photos and some text explanation that can be made 
into a PowerPoint presentation by the team (Maurice York, Mike Kelly and Tom Wolf), but the 
“live” showing of the model at the venue will enhance the presentation. 
This month’s meeting was attended by 10 members and as usual at our Club, the discussion 
moved away from just the presentations to assistance/instruction to the members attending.  
 
First to present,  John Beazley presented his 1:70 scale OcCre “Endurance”, his current pro-
ject. When he first saw the release of the new model, John was impressed with its overall de-
sign and unusual deck configuration. The Endurance was designed and built specially for Ant-
arctic exploration with great inherent strength in her hull to resist collision with ice floes and to 
break through pack ice by ramming and crushing. 
On opening the box, John was very impressed with the instructions, OcCre have done a mag-
nificent job with the instruction book, with extensive quality photos and needing very little writ-
ten words to support it. 

John was greatly assisted with the OcCre assembly tutorial videos, there are some 60 odd 2-3 
minute videos on most operations. One element is the rigging-in-reverse that is suggested 
where rigging would be extremely difficult (if not impossible) due to limited space (see the 
strings at the back of the model). The elongated boxes on the long deck were kennels for the 
dogs being taken to Antarctica. 

John became intrigued by the story of this epic Antarctic journey of unbelievable human belief, 
endurance and survival, led by Sir Ernest Shackleton. He recommends everyone to research it 
(including the navigational skills of the Captain, New Zealander Frank Worsley), and suggests 
that if you have 27 minutes to spare you should watch the short film (it is compelling viewing) - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgh_77TtX5I 

cont. p.4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgh_77TtX5I
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John’s presentation brought about lively discussion on many 
issues, including 
• The shape of “Endurance” which was designed to crush 

the ice (unsuccessfully) compared with Amundsen’s  
“Fram” which was was bowl-bottomed, which meant that 
if the ice closed in against her, the ship would be 
squeezed up and out and not be subject to the pressure 
of the ice compressing around her. 

• John was asked if he intended to keep the  brass as pol-
ished or if he wishes to age it, John indicated that he 
wishes to keep it as it came out of the box. 

• The story of the “Endurance” and her tragic voyage has 
come to fascinate John beyond belief and he com-
mends everyone to familiarise themselves with it. The 
Australian connection with the story are the photos by 

Frank Hurley 
(including the 
pictures of  
“Endurance” actually breaking up) 
• The incredible navigational skills of New 
Zealander Frank Worsley navigating the “James 
Caird (the small ship’s boat0 from Elephant Island 
to South Georgia rates as one of the greatest 
feats in maritime history. 
• Endurance got caught by the current in the 
Weddel Sea near Queen Maud Land and spun 
around in a clockwise manner until it was crushed 
near Graham Land 
 

Dach Hall presented Billing Boats’ “St.Canute”, a discontinued 1:50 
kit of a tugboat/icebreaker.  
This model had been gifted to Tom Wolf as a damaged built up mod-
el that required restoration work, but with Tom’s encouragement 
Dach has taken on the project. First up, he is restoring the keel.  

Dach informed the 
meeting that he is 
really enjoying the 
work he is doing on 
the model and ex-
pects that it will 
look very presenta-
ble when he com-
pletes it. 
 
 

Next up, Tom Wolf discussed his views on the anchor (hawser) cable, whether made of hemp 
rope or chain, and its use on models. The full article appears elsewhere in this issue.  
During this presentation the colour of the yellow in the “Nelson Chequer” was discussed, as was 
the fact that this ochre design distinguished the British ships from the French/Spanish ships 
which had a red design painted on them. It was indicated that in the heat of battle with masts 
and rigging shot away and destroyed, very few flags or “colours” were able to be distinguished. 
The yellow ochre colour of the British design was in fact a tint issued by the Admiralty that was 
mixed on board according to a set proportion with other paints, and then applied. 

cont. p.6 
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Michael Bennett presented his progress on 1:600 scale HMS Sirius. He reported that it is pro-
ceeding slowly, partly because the process for each piece of rigging is: 

 Cut and dry fit a thick length of fuse wire,  and temporarily 
place it into position to establish the correct length 
 Use the fuse wire to cut a business card template so you can 
make a at least two  pieces the  same length ie, port and starboard. 
 Cut a number of short lengths of the 0.005, 0.007 or 0,010mm 
"0.00" nickel chrome wire from the reel and roll them straight using 
a steel rule and a small square of glass. These equate roughly to 
3", 4.5” and 6” rope on the actual ship 
 Spray the the short rolled lengths of wire black or weathered 
grey depending on whether they are standing or running rigging  

 Using the card template, cut the wire to the correct length.. 
Template allows you to cut another piece without you having to 
re-measure.  Michael seems to need at least two lengths for 
each one on the model as he either loses it,  or bends it, trying 
to get it into position. 

 Dip one end of it into a small blob of Secotine 
 Using fine tweezers place one end of the rigging piece into po-

sition. It will stay there,  letting the other end hang free. 
 Put some Secotine where the oth-
er end of the piece will land 
 Using a small damp brush, ma-
noeuvre the other end into position 
 When the glue has set, put a small touch of gloss varnish 
too reinforce the connection 
 Use a touch of the spar  colour or matt varnish to hide the 
gloss varnish shine 
There are many more steps than in customarily knotting each end 
of a correctly coloured length of rigging, so Michael gets only 

about 4-6 lengths in place in a typical  evening. 
 
For some months, SMSC members have been joining in the the Zoom sessions of our US 
friends, the Midwest Model Shipwrights, and Alan O’Neill from the Model Shipwrights of Niag-
ara (Canada) presented a session on the “9 Pound  Naval Gun”.  

With Alan’s kind permission that presentation was replayed to the meet-
ing and received favourable response Thank you Alan. 
 
Ian Nolan sent through a painting by Canadian artist Gordon Miller, 
showing “Duyfken” and what appear to be irate natives on the beach. 
Discussion on the painting followed, Ian thought this may be depicting 
the “Duyfken’s” unfortunate and tragic contact with local indigenous peo-
ple at the Pennefather River landing site. Further discussion followed 
about the “Duyfken” and its rigging, observing that the artist may not 
have a maritime background. 



ANCHOR CABLES: ROPE OR CHAIN? 
Photos and report by Tom Wolf 

The history of the anchor dates back millennia. The most ancient anchors were proba-
bly rocks and many rock anchors have been found dating from at least the Bronze 

Age. Many modern moorings still rely on a large rock as the primary element of their design. 
One must bear in mind that due to the size of early ships and boats, anchoring was unneces-
sary as the vessels were just pulled up onto the beach (or careened) when it was not at sea, 
much like many fishing boats are today but in any case anchors that held the vessel merely by 
their weight and by their friction along the bottom. Over time the idea of arms or flukes devel-
oped the various shapes of anchors we now have. 

The question posed is not the shape or use of the anchor, but 
how it came to be connected to the ship. This question was 
raised with me by Michael Bennett who observed that I was 
connecting the anchor to my Bow Section model of HMS Vic-
tory with a length of chain, not a rope. Quite correctly Michael 
observed that the use of chains was not introduced into Brit-
ish maritime usage (let alone the Navy) until 1808 
Traditionally, a hawser (thick rope) passes through a hawse-
hole, also known as a cat hole, the hawsers were traditionally 
made of hemp, and by the end of the 18

th
 century, the size 

and length of these hawser cables (as they were known, 
came to be heavily regulated.  

In the early 19
th
 century iron chains had be-

come common use, and by 1836 the use of 
iron chains had become so common in the 
English merchant service and their superiority 
so well recognized, that the insurance under-
writers ceased to charge a higher rate of pre-
mium for vessels using iron chain.  
Lloyd’s Register of Shipping augmented its 
rules in 1846 so that thereafter all chains of 
classed vessels were tested and stamped on 
each end to indicate load capacity. In 1853 Lloyd’s rules made it mandatory that, before a ves-
sel could be classed, the test of the chain cable had to be certified, and in 1858 Lloyd’s issued 
rules regarding the length and size of chain cable. Lloyd’s progressively stiffened their rules 
regarding methods of manufacture and testing, resulting in the Anchors and Chain Cables Act 
of 1899, which with only a few amendments is still the basis of present-day testing procedures. 
The timeline of anchor chain development is as follows: 
• 1808: Wrought-iron cables are first recorded. 
• 1834:  Lloyd’s Register rules state the length of cable to be supplied, they call for a 

reduced length for iron cables compared to hemp cables at a 6:7 ratio. 
• 1846:  Rules specify that cable must be tested and have the test load stamped on it. 
• 1856:  The rules state that the length and condition of chain cables were to be ascer-

tained by removal from the locker at each special 
survey. 

• 1890:  Lloyd’s Register rules sets a table of min-
imum weights for cables. 

Returning to the question, many models of pre-1800 
ships feature chain as hawser cabling for the sake of ap-
pearance, even though clearly this is historically inaccu-
rate.  
As with so many features of model ships, it is a matter for 
the modeller (just like highly polished brass cannons are 
incorrectly featured on so many models), whether they 
use chains. In fact many kitmakers supply chains with 
their kits regardless of era for use as hawser cables. 
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DISCUSSION ON “DUYFKEN” 
By Tom Wolf and including the views of many 

It is argued by many that the “Duyfken” (or Duifje, and alternatively spelled in Dutch 
as Duifken, or Duijfken) is the most important ship in Australian maritime history.  

She is the first European ship to have recorded a visit to Australia where the crew disem-
barked and had contact with the local indigenous population (a very unsuccessful one … a 
forerunner of things to come?). It was a recorded visit to these shores and James Cook would 
have been aware of the report (as well as that of that other Dutch seafarer, Abel Tasman, 
when he approached the Australian East coast and charted it 
Therefore, and not unsurprisingly, a model of Duyfken is something many Australian modellers 
wish to undertake. 
Last year Ian Nolan spent three months traveling 
around Cape York, Thursday Island and Horn Island.  
Near Weipa, there are three places of interest; Duyfken 
Point, Pennefather River and Cullen Point.  
Cullen Point near the township of Mapoon (or Old Ma-
poon) in Queensland’s Cape York, is the only one of 
the three places accessible by road, and that’s where 
the Duyfken memorial is located. 
Duyfken Point was named by Mathew Flinders during 
his adventure and Pennefather River was actual land-
ing place of the Duyfken in 1606. Tourists don’t go 
there because they’re only accessible by boat and full of hungry salt water crocodiles who are 
always on the lookout for fools. 
With that significant history, as one may expect, a replica of this famous ship was built by the 
Duyfken 1606 Replica Foundation jointly with the Maritime Museum of Western Australia, and 
launched on 24 January 1999. 
 
THE DISCUSSION 
It is well accepted and reported that 400 
years ago Dutch shipbuilders did not use 
blueprints but built ships mostly from memory 
and experience and used very few or no 
drawings. As a result, designs of the typical 
yacht were lost in the 18th century once they 
stopped building them … “The original ship 
(Duyfken) comes from a time when ship de-
signs were never recorded on paper; a ship's 
design was evolved in the master ship-
wright's head, and ships were shaped largely 
by eye” (Nick Burningham), and therefore dif-
ferences of opinion in interpreting the ship 
and its history context is extremely common. 

 
 
 
A number of historically significant shipwrecks 
have been located, such as that of Batavia, but as 
they are incomplete, they offer an insight into the 
building techniques, but no more. 
There is a resurgence in 17

th
 century techniques in 

the Netherlands. They have built a replica of the 
Batavia and are now building of another replica, 
the 17th century warship Zeven Provincieen. 
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Many details about Duyfken are fiercely debated even today, and they were feverishly discussed 
at the time of the building of the replica in Freemantle. The main discussion was between the 
marine architect of the Replica, Nick Burningham and another marine architect, Karl Marquardt 
(he also wrote an AOS book about Endeavour). They disagreed in the generic shape of the ship, 
the number and position of the decks, the shape of the aft (square or round), the existence of the 
beakhead bulkhead etc. But the disagreements did not finish there. 

Even between the Replica plans and the Replica itself there 
were quite serious differences including the positioning of the 
fore mast. A discussion of that positioning is referred to later 
in this article when we review the model built by Janos 
Nemeth. 
It is not the intention of this article to enter into the realms of 
right or wrong, as it is our view that we just don’t know. There-
fore, as we discuss various (wooden) models we will allow the 
modeller to make their choice. It is acknowledged that, since a 
model is most likely to be the artistic impression of a ship by 
the modeller, it is the modeller’s right to do as he/she wishes 
and to make such additions or alterations as they wish … no-
body from the original Duyfken will complain that something is 
out of place, and the modeller is likely to be as right as the 
next guy. 
It is also not our intention to scare people off making this mod-
el. She was a wonderful ship and building the model will give 
many hours of pleasure to the modeller. 
 

THE WOODEN MODEL CHOICES 
The modeller has firstly, the choice of whether to build 
the model from scratch or from a kit. If building from 
scratch, there are plans out there, including the plans 
by Nick Burningham. Even then the modeller’s choice is 
whether to follow the plans precisely or, as in building 
the Replica, to change/modify it. 
If the modeller elects to build from a kit, once again 
there are a number of kits available. As for the timber 
kits, the choice may narrow down to the kit from Model-
ler’s Central (MS) or the one from Kolderstok. 
The MS version is based more on the Burningham de-
sign and looking something like the Replica built in Fre-
mantle and now stationed in Darling Harbour, Sydney. 
The promoter of the Kolderstok model of Duyfken argues that his version is more authentic be-
cause it is Dutch and utilises the recent advances in the current resurgence in 17th Century tech-
niques in the Netherlands. Hans at Kolderstok also claims that the design of Kolderstok ships are 
based on old images and existing ship models as much as possible, in order to come to the most 
historically accurate model possible. Obviously the builders of the models based on the Burning-
ham design claim the same. 
The models are just about the same in size and scale. MC’s model is scaled 1:48, Kolderstok is 
scaled 1:50, the difference is miniscule and hardly perceivable.  
MC provides a basic kit for around AU$330 which includes all timbers and fittings that need no 
optional extras.  
The Kolderstok sail version has optional upgrades to their kit. This includes 4 or 8 cannons, oak 
or walnut planking, authentic blocks and matching 17th century pigment paint. The total cost can 
stretch out to around AU$500 or more. 
It all depends on the individual modeller and their budget - like anything else in life’s choices. It 
needs no comment that it is up to the individual modeller which version they prefer, arguably ei-
ther design may be as close to the real Duyfken as the other. 

cont. p.10 
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MODELS ALREADY BUILT 
We have an example of a ready scratch built model 
that is actually built as a model of the Replica 
(based on plans but modified as required to match 
the Replica). This model was built by Robin Ches-
ter, a friend from Perth, Australia, who was actually 
the Captain of the Replica and sailed her from Fre-
mantle for years. If there is anyone who knows and 
understands the workings of this vessel, it is Robin. 
Our readers will find his report of the build from go-
to-whoa in Special Issue #16 of Chatterbox to be 
found on SMSC’s website 

There is a model on display in the Australian National Maritime Museum (Sydney) which is 
quite different from the Replica, Janos thinks  this model is close to Marquardt's ideas. 
 
Janos Nemeth has been exhibiting his 1:40 
scratch built Duyfken at out annual EXPO’s for 
many years. 
Whilst using the Burningham plans on his model 
which he mostly followed, Janos chose to posi-
tion the fore mast behind the foremost cross 
beam of the forecastle. He thought that position-
ing the fore mast in the middle of this beam (ie. cutting the beam into two) would have weak-
ened the structural integrity considerably. He observed that, as opposed to the plans, the Rep-
lica's fore mast is positioned in the very middle of that foremost beam. There is no beakhead 
bulkhead on the model (and there is none on the Replica either), but this is obviously debata-
ble because the lack of it would have made the forecastle 'uninhabitable' on open waters. For 
some deck furniture and guns Janos followed the Replica rather than the plans. Janos made a 
hull design in 3D from which he made cross sections for the bow and aft sections. Some of the 
deck planks are also omitted, to provide view to the interior.  
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Another model that has its construction 
described go-to-whoa in Special Issue 
#12 of Chatterbox to be found on 
SMSC’s website, is the model built by 
Mike Barton of the Modellers Central kit.  
Prior to Mike’s efforts the model was 
also completed by Richard Keyes who 
is always happy to share his experienc-
es if another modeller seeks it. 
Evert van Oeveren is currently building 
this model kit  (and whose question at a 
recent SMSC S&T was the catalyst for 
this discussion).  

Richard, Mike and Evert built their models using the kit instruction without modification, the 
photos show Mike Barton’s model. 

 
In recent correspondence with Ian Nolan, that 
member has indicated that his preference is 
the Kolderstok model and that he accepts the 
explanations give by Hans at Kolderstok.  
Ian has a shoulder injury to get over before he 
starts on the model, but we look forward to 
seeing its progress. 

Ian Nolan sent the draft of this article for comment to Hans van Nieuwkoop, the principal of Kol-
derstok Modelbouw , who contributed to the discussion as follows: 
“The draft article is interesting and I can imagine there is a lively discussion between your 
club's members about the position of the mast. Let me explain how I came to my model. 
When looking at the drawings made in 1998 by Nick Burningham and Adriaan de Jong I no-
ticed the foremast was placed under a forward angle, but when I looked at some original 17th 
century books, drawings and paintings I only could find a foremast standing perpendicular to 
the waterline. So straight up, no angle. Thus I decided to place the mast according to the old 
books, straight up.   

cont. p.11 



As said in your draft article, the 17th century ships were completely built to the eye and vision of 
the shipwright's master, and during most of the 17th century no books or plans were available. 
But by the end of the 17th century two books were written - one by Nicolaes Witsen, and one by 
Cornelis van Yk.  
They both described how ships were built, how they came to specific dimensions and how the 
different parts of the ship were constructed and placed. There was also a second source for me, 
the paintings by the Van de Veldes (father and son - the elder and the younger). Although paint-
ings can never be trusted to be a 100% correct view on the truth they do give a clear view on 
ships. lines, rigging etc. Most probably the van de Veldes had some models in their atelier from 
which they could get some details. 
So when developing the kit two main alterations to the plans by Burningham were obvious to me 
from the beginning on. First: the stem of the ship should be formed as a quarter of a circle, in-
stead of the more flat curvature on the Burningham plans. 
Second: the foremast should be straight up, and not under an angle forwards. I simply could not 
find any picture or any written text which could explain why the foremast should bend forwards. 
The argument that this was to prevent some cross beams from being cut in two does not hold 
stake to me as the whole ship's construction was made of frames with several cross beams over 
the complete length and it was quite simple to place a cross beam on a spot where it would not 
interfere with the foremast.  The castle at the front of the ship (the open superstructure) was a 
part which came later in the graduate development of the ship which started from a rather flat 
(but curvated) hull on which a fore and aft superstructure were built. So these superstructures 
could and would also be adapted to the place of the mast - not the other way round. They also 
did not give a significant improvement in the strength of the ship Marquart had some discussion 
about the place of the mast - if it should be in the forecastle or in front of it, but even he placed 
the foremast under an angle forwards. (Janos refers to Marquart) 
The main mast was bending backwards, about 5 degrees and the mizzen had the same angle. 
Witsen gives some calculation rules on it but these are a bit difficult to understand if you don't 
know his specific way of thinking and writing (and I still have not figured it out precisely). I have 
not clear in my head why the main mast was placed in this way but I will do some research on it 
(I have some ideas, but these are very simple, maybe too simple). 
Last year I had several discussions with Ab Hoving (who was curator of the Rijksmuseum Am-
sterdam's ship department) about the Dutch ships from the 17th century and about the latest 
model we are almost to launch. There was one thing he has made me quite clear (and this 
might be a bit of a disillusion for you all): there was no right or wrong in that era.  
People built their ships as they thought it was good, and therefore some ships were easy to sail, 
some were hard to sail, some floated like a banana, and some were very fast while others were 
slow. A clear reason for this was often hard to give. The place of the foremast could be either in 
the forecastle or more to the front, it was also a case of trial and error. Does plan A not 
work?  Come on - we'll try plan B. No fixed rules. Keep the design that works, and forget the 
things which don't work.  
Hope this helps you in the discussions you have” 
 

DISCLAIMER: Whilst this article is headed “Discussion”, it is not intended to con-
tinue into the dispute as to the correctness of the various versions of this 16th cen-
tury vessel (not 17th century).  
We would love to hear from our members (and readers) as to the progress of their 
builds of models of this fabulous vessel, we don’t wish to get involved in the notori-
ous dispute as to which version is correct, nor as to which model kit is preferred 
 
TRIVIA: Janos told me the story about the byboat (not lifeboat) of Duyfken. They did not build 
any for the Replica, instead an order was placed with an Indonesian company (?) to supply one. 
But because of a misunderstanding on one side (?) the Indonesians supplied a replica of an 
original Indonesian fishing boat instead. This latter was on display in the ANMM for a while. The 
byboat on Janos’ model is built based on the plan by Mike Burningham.  
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THE KORMORAN 
Report by Tom Wolf 

Previously I reported on the fate of the light 
cruiser HMAS Sydney (ll) and her famous 

battle with the German Kriegsmarine auxiliary raider 
Kormoran in the Indian Ocean just off the West Aus-
tralian coast on November 19, 1941. The tragic loss 
of Sydney with its entire crew of 645 souls remains 
the greatest loss of life in a single event in Australian 
history. 
During that mutually destructive battle, damage sus-
tained prompted the scuttling of Kormoran, with 318 
of the 399 aboard the German ship being rescued and placed in prisoner of war camps for the 
remainder of WW2. The wreck of Kormoran was rediscovered on 12 March 2008, five days 
before that of her adversary.  

Historians consider the engagement as being unique 
due to the disparity of the two vessels concerned and 
the outcome of the action. 
The Victorian towns of Murchison, Tatura and Dhurr-
ingile Mansion are not names that one immediately as-
sociated with the Sydney-Kormoran engagement, but 
each are important parts of the historical narrative. 
Not far from Tatura, Kormoran’s crew was interned in 
Murchison Camp 13, a camp especially constructed for 
German military personnel. Initially, the entire crew was 
encamped there until the officers were separated from 
the men and transferred to another camp not far away 
at Dhurringile Mansion. 

On 11 January 1945, twenty POW officers broke out from Dhurringile through a tunnel exca-
vated during the previous seven months, all were recaptured within days of escaping. 
The German prisoners 
of war at Murchison 
Camp 13 constructed a 
memorial that com-
memorates the German 
sailors who perished in 
the engagement at sea.  
The cross on the top of 
the monument present-
ly is not the original 
cross.  

The monument's original cross was destroyed 
after the end of WW2, and it was re-
constructed by former German prisoners of 
the camp. 
Many of the Kormoran prisoners were pemit-
ted to work outside the camp, and after they 
were released from custody in 1947, they 
elected to remain in Australia rather than re-
turning to Germany, they became well re-
spected members of the local community. 
I recently visited the Wartime Camps Muse-
um in Tatura which has a display of many ar-
tifacts that had belonged to the Kormoran 
prisoners. 
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THE BATTLE OF CAPE 
ST.VINCENT OF 1797 

(there are other battles named for this location in other years) 
Report by Tom Wolf 

The Battle of Cape St Vincent (14 February 1797) was one of the opening battles of the Anglo-
Spanish War (1796–1808), as part of the French Revolutionary Wars, where a British fleet de-
feated a larger Spanish fleet  near Cape St. Vincent, Portugal. 
After the signing of the treaty in 1796 allying Spanish and French forces against Great Britain, 
the Spanish declared war on Britain and Portugal in October 1796. This made the British posi-
tion in the Mediterranean Sea untenable, so the British navy blockaded Spain in 1797, impair-
ing communications with its Spanish Empire. 
The Spaniards gathered a fleet of 27 ships of the line, which were supposed to join the French 
fleet in the Mediterranean Sea, with the intention of sailing to Cádiz as an escort of a 57 mer-
chant convoy. Before they could meet, the Spanish fleet was blown off course and then came 
to be shrouded in fog.   
While it was in the fog, on 11 February 1797, the British frigate HMS Minerve, under the com-
mand of Commodore Horatio Nelson, passed through the Spanish fleet unseen thanks to 
heavy fog. Nelson reached the British fleet of 15 ships of the line commanded by Admiral Sir 
John Jervis off Spain on 13 February.  
Nelson passed the location of the Spanish fleet to Jervis aboard his flagship HMS Victory. Un-
aware of the size of his opponent's fleet as in the fog Nelson had not been able to count them, 
Jervis's squadron immediately sailed to intercept. Unaware of the British presence, the Span-
ish continued toward Cádiz. 
The sounds that the British fleet had been 
waiting to hear, namely the signal guns of the 
Spanish ships in the fog, were heard before 
dawn on 14 February. By early morning the 
Spanish were reported to be close,  
In the increasing light Jervis formed into two 
lines of battle and remarked, "A victory to Eng-
land is very essential at this moment".  
With that, as his ships were in position to en-
gage the Spanish, Jervis counted the ships 
and it was at this point that he discovered that 
he was outnumbered nearly 2 to 1 

Nevertheless, Jervis gave orders for the 
fleet to prepare for the coming action. 
As the light grew, it became obvious 
that the Spanish ships were formed in 
two loose columns, one of about 18 
ships to windward and the other, of 
about 9 ships, somewhat closer to the 
British.  
To the British advantage, the Spanish 
fleet was unprepared for battle, while 
the British were already in line.  
Jervis ordered the British fleet to pass 
between the two groups, minimising the 
fire they could put into him, while letting 
him fire in both directions. 

As occurs in all battles, there were various manouevring of the fleets and for many hours the 
fleets pounded each other with broadsides and when they could, by raking. After the  long bat-
tle the British had captured 4 Spanish ships.  
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Whilst the others escaped (many heavily damaged, 
including the Santissima Trinidad) to Cádiz, they 
came to be bottled up in there until the Treaty of Am-
iens in 1802 by virtue of the renewed British block-
ade. The Mediterranean Sea was again accessible 
to the Royal Navy. 

 
 
Before the battle, Horatio Nelson, then a Commo-
dore, transferred his pennant to HMS Captain, 
and in that ship he distinguished himself in battle, 
capturing 2 of the Spanish ships. 
On leading the boarding party onto the first ship 
(the San Nicolas) he cried out ‘Westminster Ab-
bey or victory.’ He used a similar form of words 
at the Battle of the Nile, perhaps showing his ob-
session with a glorious death in battle, finally 
achieved at Trafalgar. 

The captain of San Nicolas was in the act of surrendering to Nel-
son, after a vigorous struggle, when the crew of San Josef in the 
towering ship alongside opened fire on the deck. Calling for rein-
forcements from HMS Captain, Nelson boarded the second Span-
ish ship and took her, receiving the surrender from the captain as 
the admiral that was on board had become a casualty.  
Thenceforth, the extraordinary feat of capturing a ship by crossing 
another ship has come to be known in the Royal Navy as 
‘Nelson’s Patent Bridge for Boarding’. 
Nelson was made a Companion of the Bath, and notification of his 
promotion to Rear Admiral of the Blue arrived immediately after the 
battle, but promotion was not a reward for his bravery, but simply a 
happy coincidence as promotion to flag rank in the Navy of the 
time was based on seniority on the Captain's list and not on 
achievement. 



A NAVAL GUN IN HYDE PARK 
Report by Tom Wolf 

If you go to the south-east corner of Hyde 
Park in Sydney at the corner of Liverpool and 
College Streets, you will see a naval gun 

mounted on an octagonal base. 
It is a memorial dedicated to a great victory by the Royal 
Australian Navy, but it is not from an Australian ship, ra-
ther it is a war trophy from the German Imperial Navy 
Ship (SMS) Emden which was destroyed by shelling from 
HMAS Sydney (I) on 9 November 1914. 
SMS Emden was first to open fire and many hits were 
scored before Sydney managed to find Emden's range 
and hit the German cruiser over 100 times in 30 minutes. 
Emden was run aground before it sank on North Keeling, 
an isolated island in the Cocos Keeling group.  
With this action the Royal Australian Navy had won its 
first ship-to-ship battle. 

SMS Emden was a light cruiser operating in the Indian Ocean at the beginning of World War I. 
She was used as a raider to stalk and attack the shipping routes quickly becoming a problem 
for the Allied navies in the area. From August to October 1914, she captured or sank 21 ves-
sels including a cruiser, destroyer and sixteen merchant ships.  
HMAS Sydney (I) is recognised as 
one of the most distinguished Royal 
Australian Navy (RAN) warships of 
WWI.  
At the outbreak of the war, the Syd-
ney was one of four war ships es-
corting the first convoy of Australian 
and New Zealand troops that left Al-
bany, Western Australia for the Mid-
dle East on 1 November 1914.  
The heavy protection of the convoy 
was due to the threat the SMS Em-
den and other German raiders posed 
in the Indian Ocean..  
HMAS Sydney was detached from the convoy together with eight other Allied vessels to inves-
tigate an SOS from Direction Island in the Cocos Keeling Islands group regarding a "strange 
ship" that was sent from the island before communications had been disabled.  
The Sydney located the Emden while the Emden landing party, led by its captain, was on the 
raid on Direction Island.  
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SMS Emden SMS Emden after 
shelling by Sydney (I) 

HMAS Sydney (I) 


